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There is a White Student Union at Towson University in Maryland. It's still pretty new. 
 
Here is an interview with the founder of the student union. It's about an hour long: 
 
http://tinyurl.com/8olanbk  
 
It's a good interview. Some of the things I remembered from it that I really like were 
that he got a lot of comments from black students in support of it, as well as 
comments from people in the community in support of it, some of whom had 
children attending the university. And he gets plenty of words of encouragement from 
people who say they can't join for this reason or the other. He also got Jared Taylor 
to speak at the University. 
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Jared Taylor's speech at Towson University hosted by the White Student Union: 
 
http://tinyurl.com/9z3efga  
 
(This is on youtube.) 
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Walter Henrickson wrote:  
Jared Taylor's speech at Towson University hosted by the White Student Union: 
http://tinyurl.com/9z3efga  
(This is on youtube.)  

A study was done showing that only one-fifth of the black students admitted to law 
school would have been admitted if it were not for affirmative action. 
 
See what's going on here? 
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Walter Henrickson wrote:  
<quoted text>A study was done showing that only one-fifth of the black students 
admitted to law school would have been admitted if it were not for affirmative action. 
 
See what's going on here?  

Hey Walter, I can't sleep, left over from those graveyard shifts...-sigh- 
 
*YES*, I see what's going on here.*I've* seen it with *my own two eyes* and have 
*experienced* it.*WHY* does this still happen?? I can understand sympathy right 
after slavery ended, and segregation and all of that generally accepted racism, but 
it's been *awhile* now with *many* changes! Not only that, but *now*, we are all 
supposed to be considered equals... right? 
 
*WRONG*. If you're "ethnic", you get special privileges for being "ethnic".*I* had to 
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legitimately compete with Whites and *unjustly* "compete" with those who checked 
something "ethnic" on those university applications. I had to work *hard* to assure 
that I got into the Ivy League university of my choice (I was actually accepted into 
three), and to get necessary scholarships. If I hadn't done so well in high school, 
having completed it in 2 years at 15 years old and being class valedictorian, who 
knows how much *harder* it would've been? 
 
*This* isn't *right*.*Everyone* should have to work *equally* hard to compete to get 
into these colleges/ universities/ finishing schools, whatever names one wants to 
use. I should *NOT* have had an easier time if I were *BLACK*, nor had an easier 
time being *WHITE*(it was the *opposite* for this little White girl, and all little White 
girls and boys). The competition should be *equal*...*NO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION*. 
Why take it out on *us*??*I've* never told a black person that they couldn't get the 
schooling that they wanted, or told a black person to sit at the back of a bus (I haven't 
taken a bus since I took one to NYC at 18 years old, but I have a pretty childlike fun 
on subway systems.) 
 
It's *REVERSE DISCRIMINATION*. It's not even just that... it's pure 
*DISCRIMINATION*. This BS is stripping *worthy* Whites of their chances in favor of 
an "ethnic" who *hasn't* worked their #ss off like I did... why? Because of their 
*ethnicity*.*How* is this fair?? "Ethnics* will deny that it even exists, but believe *me*, 
I've *seen it, heard it talked about, and experienced it*. 
 
It's *well past time* for another *change*. There should be *no* "ethnicity" 
checkboxes on applications *at all*.*That* should not be considered in *any* way 
whatsoever. 
 
Sorry for the rant, Walter, but this topic is something that *really* "gets under my 
skin*(-sad laugh-). 

Walter Henrickson  
“White Pride World Wide!” 

Since: Apr 12  
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Lady Greensleeves wrote:  
<quoted text> 
Hey Walter, I can't sleep, left over from those graveyard shifts...-sigh- 
*YES*, I see what's going on here.*I've* seen it with *my own two eyes* and have 
*experienced* it.*WHY* does this still happen?? I can understand sympathy right 
after slavery ended, and segregation and all of that generally accepted racism, but 
it's been *awhile* now with *many* changes! Not only that, but *now*, we are all 
supposed to be considered equals... right? 
*WRONG*. If you're "ethnic", you get special privileges for being "ethnic".*I* had to 
legitimately compete with Whites and *unjustly* "compete" with those who checked 
something "ethnic" on those university applications. I had to work *hard* to assure 
that I got into the Ivy League university of my choice (I was actually accepted into 
three), and to get necessary scholarships. If I hadn't done so well in high school, 
having completed it in 2 years at 15 years old and being class valedictorian, who 
knows how much *harder* it would've been? 
*This* isn't *right*.*Everyone* should have to work *equally* hard to compete to get 
into these colleges/ universities/ finishing schools, whatever names one wants to 
use. I should *NOT* have had an easier time if I were *BLACK*, nor had an easier 
time being *WHITE*(it was the *opposite* for this little White girl, and all little White 
girls and boys). The competition should be *equal*...*NO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION*. 
Why take it out on *us*??*I've* never told a black person that they couldn't get the 
schooling that they wanted, or told a black person to sit at the back of a bus (I 
haven't taken a bus since I took one to NYC at 18 years old, but I have a pretty 
childlike fun on subway systems.) 
It's *REVERSE DISCRIMINATION*. It's not even just that... it's pure 
*DISCRIMINATION*. This BS is stripping *worthy* Whites of their chances in favor of 
an "ethnic" who *hasn't* worked their #ss off like I did... why? Because of their 
*ethnicity*.*How* is this fair?? "Ethnics* will deny that it even exists, but believe 
*me*, I've *seen it, heard it talked about, and experienced it*. 
It's *well past time* for another *change*. There should be *no* "ethnicity" 
checkboxes on applications *at all*.*That* should not be considered in *any* way 
whatsoever. 
Sorry for the rant, Walter, but this topic is something that *really* "gets under my 
skin*(-sad laugh-).  

Great post.  
 
Something else I remember from the speech... An Egyptian came to the U.S. and 
fought in the courts here to be classified as black (here Egyptians are legally 
classified as white). Why? Because of all the benefits he would get if he would be 
classified as black. How crazy is that? It makes me wonder how many white people 
there are out there who have been screwed over because of affirmative action laws. 
Probably most of them have no idea they were screwed over or why. 
 
I didn't get to watch the whole video. The video is 90 minutes. He spoke for thirty 
mintues and started taking questions. It was almost all black people asking 
questions, at least the part I saw. They were using some of the same rhetoric that 
black posters who hate white people use on the AAF. 

Walter Henrickson  
“White Pride World Wide!” 
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Walter Henrickson wrote:  
Jared Taylor's speech at Towson University hosted by the White Student Union: 
http://tinyurl.com/9z3efga  
(This is on youtube.)  

I just got done watching the video. It's 90 minutes long. The first 30 minutes was the 
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Location hidden speech; the last 60 minutes was Q&A. The questioners in the Q&A were almost all 
black students. It was interesting to watch. I attended speeches in college by people 
they brought in but none like this one. There were a few good questions in the Q&A. 
One black student was fair and reasonable. A few were kind of crazy and just plain 
angry. 
 
It's kind of funny that in his speech he did not single out black people at all. He 
mentioned all kinds of ethnicities and groups of students who organize and form 
unions on campus; black people weren't special. But black people were the only 
ones to show up and complain. 

J-Town Ninja OhH 
YeE AhH  
“Version 2.0” 
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Walter Henrickson wrote:  
<quoted text> 
A study was done showing that only one-fifth of the black students admitted to law 
school would have been admitted if it were not for affirmative action. 
See what's going on here?  

Obama wouldnt be president if it were nit for affirmative action 
 
... racism is over... noone black person born before 1990 has ever been a victim to 
institutionalized racism a day in their life 
 
in fact, more white men have been probably affected more by reverse racism and 
sexism, then the other way around 

Walter Henrickson  
“White Pride World Wide!” 
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J-Town Ninja OhH YeE AhH wrote:  
<quoted text> 
Obama wouldnt be president if it were nit for affirmative action 
... racism is over... noone black person born before 1990 has ever been a victim to 
institutionalized racism a day in their life 
in fact, more white men have been probably affected more by reverse racism and 
sexism, then the other way around  

Which is one reason for white students to organize. 
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5 min 
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Jared Taylor also spoke at Texas A&M recently. Here's an article in one of their 
campus media outlets about it: 
 
http://tinyurl.com/9nqmyx4 

 

Aussie Bob 
Adelaide, Australia  
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J-Town Ninja OhH YeE AhH wrote:  
<quoted text>Obama wouldnt be president if it were nit for affirmative action 
 
... racism is over... noone black person born before 1990 has ever been a victim to 
institutionalized racism a day in their life 
 
in fact, more white men have been probably affected more by reverse racism and 
sexism, then the other way around  

That may well be true. 
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